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A1. Creepy sphere in the center (6)

A3. Amazing, to the half (7)

A5. Camera-brand music (5)

A7. The Spanish consumed to please (5)

A9. Fruit of water flow, audibly (7)

A11. New media of trend; roam about (6, 

3)

A13. Supports oaks about ship (7)

A15. Silica mostly; also for footwear (7)

A17. Initially stand up, ask a question... 

imagine (7)

A19. Torque - a strange circle (7)

A21. Find doctor on the side (6)

G5. Helper of commercial on mask (7)

G7. Add prison (for short) on harm (7)

H1. Call - solid, about 5, OK? (7)

H21. Part of Fundy (in gulf) is eternal (7)

I3. Artificial ponds or falls (5)

I9. Glean new perspective (5)

I13. Start to build in origin of android (5)

I15. Watcher of traveling wisents (7)

I17.Slash ancient currency (7)

I19. Improve past sheet (5)

M11. Projected bad ties ended game (9)

O3. Company nurse and company boss 

initially make a sheaf (7)

O5. "Haut-au-navigation" returned holding 

island (7)

O7. Shouted, "Around 500? There's too 

many!" (7)

O9. Nice to hear stage production (7)

O13. Unusually utile on border (7)

O19. Butterfly surrounds heart of bird, all 

heading north - it's an art form (7)

P1. Eat mostly overdue mix (6)

P21. Strangely fine empty cut to spread 

disease (6)

Q15. Plebe bothered by high-pitched sound 

(5)

Q17. Able to drive from emergency room 

after cry (5)

Lines of magical inscriptions have been found to converge where the left and 

right edges meet the location of the Pillar Tombs. Could these inscriptions be 

important to unlock the mysteries here?

K13. Moving by tract about the French - cheer (6, 

3)

M1. Bird to overturn about string (7)

M9. Remove empty jet about speed of light (5)

M15. Spirit - a statue in a long time (7)

O3. Municipal; 101; 6; 100 (5)

O9. Distribute or share initially; they fall (7)

O17. Find the dot (4)

Q1. Imperfect - sure, or one mistake (9)

Q11. Semi-matter carpet (3)

Q15. Fortress block around street near moon (7)

S1. Garden or vegetable (7)

S9. Returned nice heart; triple jewel (7)

S17. Fire to initially burn idle (5)

U1. Return; be back in a circle! (7)

U9. Guy near the French spoon (5)

U15. Annoying sprites don't give up (7)

ACROSS:

A1. Emir, a cleric holds an amazing event! (7)

A9. Star to arrive before time (5)

A15. Give money after 50% sure delay (7)

C1. Perform in, performed; it's a gas (5)

C7. A crossing cut short (7)

C15. God, write back the melody (7)

E1. Burning material in weird scene (7)

E9. Music piece - it's all around us (3)

E13. Game of chasing a dog - what's unusual? (6, 

3)

G2. Insect destroyed leaf (4)

G7. Badly retains sobbing (2, 5)

G15. We heard extreme blade (5)

I1. Intervals twisting at coves (7)

I9. Star bothered Croat (5)

I15. American to stitch back flyer (7)

K1. Disappearing mix in shaving (9)
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